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COUNTING SCALES 
RENTAL SCALES THAT ARE EASY TO USE AND ACCURATE. 
BALANCES EN LOCATION FACILE À UTILISER ET PRÉCISE. 
When you need counting scales fast, Interweigh Systems is the place to go with 4 locations to serve you in Toronto, 
Mississauga, Woodstock and Montreal. Our brand name scales are always clean, well maintained and ready at rental rates that 
make sense. 
DAILY, WEEKLY OR LONG TERM RENTALS 
LOCATION DISPONIBLE: COURT ET LONG TERME 
Terms range from 1 day to 1 year or longer. Let us know about your own unique requirements and find out how Interweigh can 
help you! 

DESCRIPTION 
We specialize in renting out Dual Counting Scales  for weighing and 
counting small parts or objects in a large container. Using two 
platforms connected to a single load cell, the unit weight of an item 
is measured on the smaller platform while the larger platform in 
used to weigh a large collection of these items in a container. 
Whether it is huge plastic containers of pills or tablets, skids of 
automotive or plastic parts, or large bins of coins taken from vending 
machines, our dual counting scales are ideal as a piece counting 
system. With a remote weighing base or platform that can be any 
size, locking wheels, casters or adjustable feet where needed, and 
forklift guides, these scales can be custom designed to suit a wide 
variety of applications. 

DUAL PLATFORM OPERATION 
FONCTIONNEMENT DE LA PLATEFORME DOUBLE

How It Works 
Dual counting scales use two scales: one small scale and one larger 
scale. The smaller scale is used to sample the items to be counted 
as a method of obtaining the unit weight while the larger scale is 
used to weigh the item in bulk. The lightest item to be weighed and 
the heaviest filled container to be weighed are the two criteria 
used to establish which sampling scale and remote base are to be 
used. The lighter the lightest item is that is to be weighed, the more 
sensitive the sampling scale needs to be. The heavier and bulkier 
the tote or skid is, that contains the product, the larger and the 
greater weighing capacity is required, for the remote scale. 

MAIN FEATURES 

Customized Platform Size - remote base options: 22" x 28" to 
30" x 30" and 48" x 48"  
Locking Wheels  
Adjustable Feet where applicable  
Forklift Access Guides - which allow for moving by a front end 
loader. 

DIMENSIONS 

Width = 22”, 30" to 48' 
Height = 28”, 30" to 48" 

www.InterweighSystems.ca

https://interweighsystems.ca/
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FLOOR SCALES 
RENTAL SCALES THAT ARE EASY TO USE AND ACCURATE. 
BALANCES EN LOCATION FACILE À UTILISER ET PRÉCISE. 
When you need floor scales fast, Interweigh Systems is the place to go with 4 locations to serve you in Toronto, Mississauga, 
Woodstock and Montreal. Our brand name scales are always clean, well maintained and ready at rental rates that make sense.  
DAILY, WEEKLY OR LONG TERM RENTALS 
LOCATION DISPONIBLE: COURT ET LONG TERME 
Terms range from 1 day to 1 year or longer. Let us know about your own unique requirements and find out how Interweigh can 
help you! 

DESCRIPTION 
We specialize in renting low profile floor scales for general purpose 
operations in shipping and receiving. Our low profile floor scales are 
ideal for weighing heavy objects such as drums and objects that 
require the use of a forklift, a dolly or a cart for transportation.  

SINGLE AND MULTIPLE PLATFORM OPERATION 
OPÉRATIONS AVEC UN OU PLUSIEURS PLATEAU 

Rugged 
 Durable platform design withstands forklift traffic. 300% overload 
capacity. 150% end-load capacity. Sum capacity of load cells is twice 
the scale capacity.  

All Purpose 

 Easy to install. Levels with foot adjustment. Easy to relocate. Install 
above or below ground. Built in mild or stainless steel. Full line of 
accessories available.  

Built to the Highest Quality  
Uses shear beam load cells. Weights & Measures approvable. 
Understructure bracing is built with structural steel. Nema IV rated 
control box enclosure.  

MAIN FEATURES 

Mild or Stainless Steel 
Custom Sizes 
Precalibrated Indictor 
Smooth or Checkerplate 

DIMENSIONS 

Width = 2' to 6' 
Height = 3.5" to 5.0” 
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CUBISCANS 
CUBISCANS THAT ARE EASY TO USE AND ACCURATE. 
Manage your space more efficiently and reduce your shipping costs using the latest in dimensioning and cubing technology. 
Interweigh Systems offers both static and dynamic dimensioning systems to handle all your inbound and outgoing operations. 
Our dimensioning systems will help you operate more efficiently and will play a critical role in your efforts to maximize your 
logistics planning, storage space allocation, material sorting, manifesting, and general material handling and warehousing 
processes. 

DESCRIPTION 
The CubiScan 100L, an integrated cubing and weighing system, gives 
you total control in any distribution center or warehouse application. 
Imagine the benefits of collecting your package information (weight 
and size) quickly and consistently–there’s no need for second 
guessing, no room for human error, no reason to re-enter data, and 
no data corruption. 

Finger Tip Control 
An integrated digital display and control panel allow finger-tip 
control. Innovative software gives you numerical dimensions and 
weight and an instantaneous, three-dimensional graphical 
representation of the parcel being measured. So check into the 
Cubiscan 100. You’ll discover what hundreds of users already know. 
Time is money. And so is real estate. Make the best use of both. 

Distribution 
The CubiScan 100, an integrated cubing and weighing system, gives 
you total control in any distribution center or warehouse application. 
Imagine the benefits of collecting your package information (weight 
and size) quickly and consistently–there’s no need for second 
guessing, no room for human error, no reason to re-enter data, and 
no data corruption. And, the information is easily transferred to your 
data processing system where it can be used immediately. 

Manifesting 
Tested and certified as a typeapproved, legal-for-trade cubing and 
weighing device, the Cubiscan 100 (LFT version) is a valuable tool in 
freight manifesting. Quicker and more reliable than manual 
measurements, the CubiScan 100 helps shippers get it right the first 
time by applying the correct dimensional-based shipping charges 
and eliminating those costly Charge-Backs. For carriers, you can 
easily and reliably audit the freight you receive from customers. 

MAIN FEATURES 

Operating Speed: 1 – 2 seconds per measurement. 
Works with warehouse management system software. 
Facilitates storage location selection, order picking, carton 
selection, and shipment planning.  
Compatible with case packing/load optimization software 
packages. 
QBIT™ PC interface software included. 
Dimensional and weight data available in metric and/or imperial 
units. 

DIMENSIONS 

Width = 32” (813 mm) 
Height = 48” (1,220 mm) 
Length = 32” (813 mm)  
Weight = 70 lbs (32 kg) 
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